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Abstract: In this paper, a novel strain sensor based on composite interference established 
within an S-tapered multimode (STM) fiber structure is proposed and experimentally 
demonstrated. The STM fibre structure is simply realized by non-axially tapering a traditional 
single-mode-multimode-single-mode (SMS) fiber into S-shape using a fusion splicer. This 
fabricated S-tapered structure provides an extra Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) that is 
introduced within the multimode fibre (MMF) section; therefore, composite interference 
based on the inherent multimode interference (MMI) of an SMS and the introduced MZI is 
successfully established. This resultant composite interference greatly enhances the 
performance of traditional SMS fibre structures for strain sensing, with a maximum strain 
measurement sensitivity as high as −103.8 pm/με achieved with a detectable strain resolution 
of 0.2 με. Benefiting from the experimentally determined high sensitivity and good 
repeatability, this low-cost strain sensor can be realistically applied in many areas where high 
accuracy strain measurement is required. 

© 2018 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement 

1. Introduction 

Strain measurement plays an important role in structural health monitoring (SHM) for many 
civil structures such as dams, bridges, highways, towers, etc., and various strain sensors have 
been investigated to meet the need for high accuracy strain measurement, particularly within 
some specialist fields such as aerospace, clinical and micromachining. Among the existing 
strain sensor technologies, optical fibre based strain sensors have attracted much research 
attention due to their unique advantages which include being lightweight, compact, stabile in 
hostile environments, and possessing an inherent immunity to external electromagnetic 
interference. To date, fibre optic strain sensors have been successfully developed based on 
fibre gratings [1–4], Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) [5–8], Fabry-Perot 
interferometers (FPIs) [9–11] and Sagnac interferometers [12,13]. However, for those 
configurations, the fabrication processes are relatively complicated which requires pricy 
fabrication devices and results in a time-consuming of fabrication process, but with the strain 
measurement resolutions are still not well suited in many high accuracy measurement fields. 

Multimode interference (MMI), a well-established phenomenon that can exist in 
multimode waveguides, has been widely explored and applied in telecommunications [14,15]. 
A very common form of MMI device which has also been intensively investigated, is a 
single-mode-multimode-single-mode (SMS) fibre structure. In the optical fibre sensing field, 
SMS fibre structures have been proven to be able to develop as the basis of sensors for a 
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variety of measurands, e.g. temperature [16], displacement [17], curvature [18,19], refractive 
index (RI) [20], humidity [21] and magnetic field strength [22,23]. Given that the underlying 
operating principle of SMS fibre structures is MMI and since applied strain will alter the 
conditions for MMI in a repeatable manner, thus strain measurement can also be implemented 
using an SMS fibre structure. For example, a strain sensor has been reported based on a 
graded-index MMF fabricated SMS fibre structure [24]. However, since the length of MMF 
used is up to 1.8 m, this sensor is not compact which greatly limits its application. The larger 
Young’s Modulus of polymer fibre allows for a larger range of strain measurement and this 
has been successfully used in an polymer MMF based SMS fibre structure, for which the 
detection range can reach 2 × 104 με [25]. However, due to the high thermal-optical 
coefficient of polymer fibre, this sensor has a relatively high temperature-strain crosstalk 
circa 33 με/°C. In previous work undertaken by some of the authors of this article, a quasi F-P 
cavity was embedded within a SMS fibre structure and was proven to offer double the strain 
sensitivity compared to traditional SMS fibre structures [26]. However, its limited strain 
sensitivity is still deemed unsatisfactory for many measurement applications. Therefore, there 
exists a clear need for a higher sensitivity strain sensor to allow for high accuracy 
measurements. 

In this paper, we demonstrate a high sensitivity strain sensor based on composite 
interference established within an S-tapered multimode (STM) fibre structure. The STM fibre 
structure is simply realized by non-axially tapering a traditional SMS fibre into S-shape using 
a fusion splicer. Owing to the fabricated S-tapered structure, an extra MZI is introduced 
within the MMF section, and composite interference based on the inherent MMI and the 
introduced MZI is successfully established. This resultant composite interference generates 
two available interference dips in the wavelength range of 1450-1600 nm, and a maximum 
strain measurement sensitivity of −103.8 pm/με is achieved experimentally with a detectable 
strain resolution of 0.2 με. In addition, the temperature response characteristics of this sensor 
are also investigated. By monitoring the variation of the two dips in the wavelength domain, 
simultaneous measurement of strain and temperature is also achieved to overcome the 
temperature induced cross-sensitivity. 

2. Principle and fabrication 

Figure 1 illustrates the light propagation principle within the STM fibre structure. As depicted 
in Fig. 1, in a fashion similar to a traditional SMS structure, the STM fibre structure consists 
of two input/output SMFs and an MMF, but with the MMF section formed in an S-shaped 
tapered area. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the light propagation within the STM fibre structure. 

The light from the source initially propagates along the core of the input SMF in the 
fundamental mode (LP01). When the light launches into the MMF section, a series of high-
order modes (LP0m) are effectively excited due to the mode field mismatch between the SMF 
and MMF. For a step-index MMF, the excited mode number M can be approximately 
calculated by: 
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where a is the radius of the MMF core, nco and ncl are the RI for the MMF core and cladding, 
respectively, and λ is the free space wavelength. As the light propagates within the MMF 
section, the electric field distribution E(r,z) at the propagation distance z can be expressed as 
[27]: 
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where Fm(r) is the field profile of LP0m excited within the MMF, βm is the propagation 
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When the light arrives at the S-tapered section, due to the S-shaped geometry, a portion of 
light from the MMF core is coupled into the MMF cladding at which point it excites cladding 
modes [28]. These excited cladding modes propagate within the S-tapered MMF cladding, 
and when they transmit through the S-tapered section, a portion of the cladding modes are 
recoupled back into the MMF core. Due to the differences in effective RIs between the core 
and the cladding and the optical path difference of the light signals in transmission, 
interference between the cladding modes and the modes propagating in the core occurs and 
thus an MZI is formed. Considering a typical two-mode MZI, the phase difference φmn 
between the mth order core mode and nth order cladding mode can be expressed as follows 
[29]: 
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where m
con  and n
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mode respectively, and Leff is the effective interference length. When the phase difference 
meets the condition of φmn = (2s + 1), s = 0,1,2…, the location of the attenuation dip 
wavelength can be determined by [30]: 
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Therefore, at the second MMF section, each mode is associated with their respective phase 
difference and MMI between each mode occurs again, hence resulting in composite 
interference. Eventually, when the light arrives at the interface of the output SMF, a portion 
of light is coupled into the core of the output SMF, while the remainder is coupled into the 
cladding and finally lost over a short distance. When strain is applied at both ends of the 
SMF, the axial offset of the S-tapered structure would be varied as depicted in Fig. 2, which 
in turn changes the effective interference length Leff and the effective RI of core and cladding 
modes, and results in a variation of the transmission spectrum. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of deformation when applied axial strain on the STM fibre 
structure. 

The fabrication process for STM fibre structure is relatively simple, in that the only major 
instrument required is a conventional fusion splicer (Fujikura, FSM-100P + ). Initially, a SMS 
fibre structure was prepared by sandwiching a 2 cm length MMF (AFS105/125) between two 
standard SMFs (SMF-28). The 2 cm length of MMF was chosen because it provides a quasi-
image distance at the taper point [31], making the coupling of the light between the core and 
the cladding more efficient. The transmission spectrum of the fabricated SMS fibre structure 
was measured and is shown in Fig. 3. One of the fibre holders of the fusion splicer was then 
manually adjusted with a specific axial offset and the centre of the SMS fibre sample was 
placed between the two fibre holders and fixed. A discharge program was executed on the 
fusion splicer to achieve the final S-tapered structure. After repeated attempts at various 
combination of discharge current and discharge time, the optimum discharge current and 
discharge time were determined to be 10.8 mA and 4000 ms, respectively. By adjusting 
different axial offsets between the two fibre holders, an STM fibre structure with different 
axial offsets can be realized. In addition, by changing the discharge time of arc, the taper 
diameter can also be controlled. In this investigation, considering the mechanical stability of 
the fibre structure for strain measurement, the diameter of the taper waist was selected to be 
40 μm. 

 

Fig. 3. Transmission spectrum of an untapered SMS fibre structure sandwiched with 2 cm 
length MMF. 

To establish an effective composite interference within the MMF section, an appropriate 
axial offset needed to be determined. Therefore, the STM fibre structures with different axial 
offsets were experimentally fabricated. The optical microscopic images and the 
corresponding transmission spectrums (1450 nm-1600 nm) are shown in Fig. 4. As shown in 
Fig. 4(a)-4(d), the STM fibre structures were S-tapered with different axial offsets, being 0 
μm, 35 μm, 60 μm and 80 μm. From Fig. 4(e)-4(h), it can be observed that as the axial offset 
increases, the transmission loss of the spectrum increases because more light leaks out of the 
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fibre in the S-shaped bent area. In the case of Fig. 4(e), the SMS fibre structure was only 
tapered but without offset, and no obvious interference pattern was detected due to the fact 
that no MZI was introduced in the MMF section. As analyzed in the principles section, when 
the MMF is reshaped into S-shape, composite interference can potentially be established. 
However, in the case of the 35 μm offset, the resultant effect is relatively weak that the 
composite interference resulting interference dips have a relatively low extinction ratio (ER). 
By increasing the offset to 60 μm, an enhanced interference pattern was obtained, in which 
two interference dips, dip A and dip B were observed with good ER (more than 10 dB), with 
their central wavelengths located at 1491.4 nm and 1533 nm. As the axial offset was further 
increased to 80 μm, the contrast in the transmission spectrum becomes low. If the axial offset 
continues to increase, excess light is leaked out the fibre which results in an intolerably large 
loss. Ultimately, based on the results of the above experiments, an appropriate axial offset to 
form an effective composite interference should be in the region of 60 μm. 

 

Fig. 4. (a)-(d) Optical microscopic images of the STM fibre structure with different offset 
values; (e)-(h) Transmission spectrums corresponding to the cases in (a)-(d). 

Based on the above theoretical analysis and the determined fabrication parameters in Fig. 
4(g), a numerical simulation using the Beam Propagation Method (BPM) has been conducted 
to describe the optical field distribution within the STM fibre structure. The specific 
simulation parameters were: the diameter and RI for the MMF core/cladding are 105/125 μm 
and 1.4446/1.4271. The axial offset, waist diameter of the taper and the length of the S-shape 
section were 60 μm, 40 μm, 500 μm, respectively. When the free space wavelength was set to 
1550 m, the simulation result is shown in Fig. 5. It is clearly observed that the MMI pattern 
appears at the first MMF section, and when the light propagates through the S-tapered area, 
most of light is coupled into the core and cladding of second MMF, while a small portion of 
the light leaks out of the fibre. Hence composite interference based on MMI and MZI occurs 
at the second MMF section. Ultimately, a portion of light from the MMF is coupled into the 
core of the output SMF which can be detected by an appropriate interrogation device. 
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Fig. 5. Simulated optical field intensity distribution within the STM fibre structure at the free 
space wavelength of 1550 nm. 

3. Experiment and discussion 

The experimental setup for strain measurement is illustrated in Fig. 6. The STM sample was 
fixed on the centre of two translation stages. The axial tensile stress applied to the sample was 
accurately controlled using an in-house developed computer program, such that the two 
translation stages can be displaced in both directions (positive and negative) along the 
meridional axes of the SMF. The changed strain value can be calculated using a standard 
strain calculation formula: Δε = Δl/l, where l is the initial distance between two translation 
stages, and Δl is the imposed displacement (change in length). Broadband light from a 
supercontinuum source (SC, YSL, China) was coupled into the input SMF of the sample, and 
the output optical spectral signal was interrogated by a high-resolution (20 pm) optical 
spectrum analyzer (OSA, YOKOGAWA AQ6370D, Japan). 

 

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for strain measurement. 

Figure 7(a) shows the evolution of the transmission spectrum for dip A and dip B as the 
applied strain was increased from 0 με to 170 με with an incremental step of 10 με. As shown 
in Fig. 7(a), when the applied strain was increased, both dip A and dip B exhibit a clear blue-
shift in the wavelength domain. In order to test the repeatability of the proposed sensor, a 
reversed measurement cycle was carried out, for which the applied strain was decreased from 
170 με back to 0 με, and the corresponding transmission spectrum evolution result is shown 
in Fig. 7(b). It is clear that when the applied strain changed in an inverse direction, the 
evolution features of dip A and dip B were opposite to the strain increase case, for which the 
dips moved to a longer wavelength direction (red-shift). 
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Fig. 7. Transmission spectrum evolution when applied strain is changed (a) strain increases; 
(b) strain decreases. 

The resulting wavelength shifts of the dip A and dip B are plotted and linearly fitted in 
Fig. 8, for both the strain increase and decrease cases. It can be seen that both the fitting 
curves exhibit excellent linearity with high linear regression coefficient values (R2). For dip 
A, the strain sensitivities in strain increase and decrease processes were calculated to be 
−103.8 pm/με with R2 of 0.9949 and −104 pm/με with R2 of 0.9960, respectively. For dip B, 
the strain sensitivities for the strain increase and decrease processes were calculated as −96.5 
pm/με with R2 of 0.9959 and −97.3 pm/με with R2 of 0.9958, respectively. Based on the 
observed transmission spectrum evolution features and the determined sensitivities, it is also 
demonstrated that there is no hysteresis present and this proposed strain sensor possesses 
good measurement repeatability because of the minor differences between the results for the 
strain increase and decrease cases. Furthermore, given the 20 pm resolution of the OSA used 
in the experiments, the strain measurement resolution of this sensor system was estimated to 
be 0.2 με, which is a very acceptable value in many strain measurement areas. 

 

Fig. 8. Linear fitting curves for the dip wavelength shifts against strain variation: (a) dip A; (b) 
dip B. 

To further confirm the enhanced strain sensing performance resulting from the established 
composite interference, a comparison experiment using a traditional SMS fibre structure with 
an identical MMF length of 2 cm but without the S-shaped taper was carried out. From the 
transmission spectrum which is presented in Fig. 3, one interference dip with the centre 
wavelength of 1578.2 nm was selected as the monitoring target in the strain measurement 
experiment. Figure 9(a) shows that the monitoring dip exhibits a blue-shift in the wavelength 
domain when the strain was increased from 0 με to 1200 με. The resulting wavelength shift of 
the dip against the strain variation is plotted and fitted in Fig. 9(b). From the fitting results, 
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the strain sensitivity of the traditional SMS fibre structure was determined to be −3.07 pm/με 
with R2 of 0.9751. Through this comparison experiment, it is clear that the strain sensing 
performance of the traditional SMS fibre structure was significantly improved with the 
inclusion of the S-taper, with the strain sensitivity of the STM fibre structure almost 33 times 
higher than the traditional SMS fibre structure. 

 

Fig. 9. (a) Transmission spectrum evolution of a traditional SMS fibre structure with 2 cm 
length MMF when applied strain is changed; (b) linear fitting curve of the dip' wavelength 
shifts against strain variation. 

In addition to the fundamental strain measurement, the temperature response 
characteristics of the proposed STM fibre structure were also investigated. As shown in Fig. 
10(a), both dip A and dip B exhibit a red-shift in wavelength domain when the sensor sample 
was heated from 30 °C to 100 °C with a step of 10 °C. The temperature induced wavelength 
shifts of dip A and dip B are plotted and linearly fitted in Fig. 10(b). Form the fitting results, 
the temperature sensitivities of dip A and dip B were determined to be 36.2 pm/°C with R2 of 
0.9960 and 25.2 pm/°C with R2 of 0.9893, respectively. 

 

Fig. 10. (a) Transmission spectrum evolution as temperature is changed; (b) linear fitting curve 
of the dip' wavelength shift against temperature variation. 

Since dip A and dip B have different response characteristics for strain and temperature, 
simultaneous measurement of strain and temperature can also be achieved and thus overcome 
the temperature induced cross-sensitivity in practical strain measurement. Based on the above 
obtained sensitivity coefficients, a demodulation matrix is established, which is expressed as: 

 
1

103.8 / 36.2 /

96.5 / 25.2 /
A

B

pm pm C

T pm pm C

λε με
με λ

− ΔΔ − °     
=     Δ − ° Δ     

 (6) 
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where Δε, and ΔT represent the variation of strain and temperature, ΔλA, and ΔλB represent the 
wavelength shifts of dip A and dip B respectively. 

Table 1 shows a comparison of the strain sensing performance between the sensor 
structure described in this investigation and the other configurations cited in this paper. 
Compared to the previous examples, the sensor in this investigation provides a superior strain 
sensitivity, and has only a small temperature-strain crosstalk. Moreover, this crosstalk can 
also be discriminated in practical applications by simultaneously measuring strain and 
temperature. Therefore, the sensor described in this investigation can be a competitive 
candidate for use in high accuracy strain measurement fields. 

Table 1. Comparison of sensing performance of different strain sensors developed to date 

Measurement configuration Strain sensitivity 
(pm/με) 

Temperature-strain 
crosstalk (με/°C) 

Simultaneous 
measurement 

Ref. 

FBG 0.42 16.67 Yes 1 
FBG written in polarization 
maintaining fibre 

1.16 7.93 Yes 2 

LPG combined with fibre loop 
mirror 

−4.37 19.45 Yes 3 

LPG based on periodically taper −0.55 90.18 Yes 4 
MZI based on few mode 
multicore fibre 

13.96 7.85 Yes 5 

MZI based on abrupt taper 2 Not given No 6 
MZI based on inner air cavity 6.8 Not given No 7 
MZI based on helical multicore 
fibre structure 

−61.8 0.42 Yes 8 

FPI based on air bubble cavity 3.29 0.33 No 9 
FPI based on air cavity 6 0.18 No 10 
FPI based on hybrid cavity 5.2 0.25 Yes 11 
Sagnac interferometer based on 
PCF 

0.23 1.26 No 12 

Sagnac interferometer based on 
hollow-core PCF 

−0.18 22.06 No 13 

MMI based on graded-index 
MMF 

18.6 3.15 No 24 

MMI based on polymer MMF −1.72 33 No 25 
MMI and FPI −2.60 2.62 Yes 26 
MMI and MZI -103.8 0.35 Yes This 

work 

4. Conclusion 

In summary, a high sensitivity strain sensor based on composite interference established 
within an S-tapered multimode (STM) fibre structure has been characterized theoretically and 
demonstrated experimentally. By non-axially tapering the MMF section of a traditional SMS 
fibre using a fusion splicer, an S-tapered structure was successfully fabricated. The S-tapered 
structure provides an extra MZI introduced within the MMF section, therefore composite 
interference based on the inherent MMI and the introduced MZI is established. This 
established composite interference greatly enhances the strain measurement sensitivity of 
traditional SMS fibre structures by a factor of almost 33 times, achieving a maximum 
sensitivity of −103.8 pm/με with a strain resolution of 0.2 με. Furthermore, due to availability 
of two indicators in the wavelength domain, strain and temperature can also be measured 
simultaneously by this proposed sensor. The clear advantages accruing from the novel design 
of the sensor in this investigation include high sensitivity, good repeatability, low-cost and 
strain-temperature discrimination, meaning that it is potentially an excellent candidate for use 
for high accuracy strain measurement applications. 
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